Custom Printed Card Sleeve (Ref #SC)
Card fits nicely into these sleeves for presentation.
Stock: 24# white woven
• Colors: Prints 1/0 to 4/0
• Dimensions:
  - Unfolded: 4" (w) x 5" (h)
  - Folded and glued: 3.375" (w) x 2.25" (h) with opening at one end
• Features:
  - Sleeve fits one CR80 size card (standard credit card size)
  - Printable area on finished front is 2.75" (w) x 2" (h)
  - Printable area on finished back is 1.25" x 2.25"
  - Prints prior to folding and prints as one side only
  - Art / design may be oriented to portrait or to landscape
• Typical use:
  - Any business that wants a simple card carrier that functions as a presentation piece.
Pre-Printed Generic Card Sleeve (Ref #SG)

Card fits nicely into these sleeves for presentation.

Stock: 24# white woven

• Colors: Stock item, black, 1/0
• Dimensions:
  - Unfolded: 4” (w) x 5” (h)
  - Folded and glued: 3.375” (w) x 2.25” (h) with opening at one end
• Features:
  - Sleeve fits one CR80 size card (standard credit card size)
  - Pre-printed with “A Gift For You”; “To:_______”; “From_____”; Amount:_______”
  - Portrait and landscape designs both work well with this gift card sleeve.
• Typical use:
  - Any business that wants a simple card carrier that functions as a presentation piece.

A GIFT FOR YOU

TO: ______________________
FROM: ____________________
AMOUNT: __________________
Fold Over Carrier (Ref #FO1)

Includes card slits for securing card to carrier. Compatible with our standard A-2 envelope. Stock: 100# brilliant white satin

- Colors: Prints 1/0 to 4/4
- Dimensions:
  - Unfolded: 5.5”(w) x 8.25”(h)
  - Folded: 5.5”(w) x 4.125”(h)
- Features:
  - Piece is scored for folding at 4.125”
  - Card is inserted into corner die-cut slits and centers on the section
  - Folded piece fits standard A-2 envelope
  - Art / design may be oriented to portrait or to landscape
- Typical use:
  - Any business that wants a simple card carrier that functions as a presentation piece.
Fold Over Carrier (Ref #FO2)
Includes card slits for securing card to carrier. Tucks for presentation.
Stock: 100# brilliant white satin
- Colors: Prints 1/0 to 4/4
- Dimensions:
  - Unfolded: 2.75” (w) x 8.25” (h)
  - Folded: 2.75” (w) x 4.25” (h)
- Features:
  - Piece is scored for folding at 4”
  - End tucks into a curved slit for presentation
  - Card is inserted into corner slits and centers on the end with the slit
  - Art / design may be oriented to portrait or to landscape
- Typical use:
  - Any business that wants a simple card carrier that functions as a presentation piece.

INSIDE / FRONT

OUTSIDE / BACK
Hanging Carrier (Ref #HA1)

Designed for card tipping. Allows card activation without removal.

Stock: 100# brilliant white satin
- Colors: Prints 1/0 to 4/4
- Dimensions:
  - Outside: 4.25" (w) x 4.5" (h)
  - Hanger hole: Round hole centered 0.25" down from top
  - Hanger hole dimension: 0.25"
- Features:
  - Piece is scored horizontally at 1.625" down from top for folding to reveal barcode to scan or magstripe to swipe
  - Card is tipped to carrier
  - Art / design may be oriented to portrait or to landscape
- Typical use: Any business that swipes a magstripe or scans a barcode for card applications and wants a smaller hanging display.
3-Function Hanging Carrier (Ref #HA2)

Designed for tipping card onto carrier. Allows card activation without removal. Folds and tucks for presentation. Perforated tab at top.

Stock: 100# brilliant white satin

- Colors: Prints 1/0 to 4/4

- Dimensions:
  - Outside: 4” (w) x 6” (h)
  - Hanger hole: Round hole centered 0.20” down from top
  - Hanger hole dimension: 0.25”

- Features:
  - Piece is scored for folding to reveal barcode to scan or magstripe to swipe
  - The top 0.75” of the piece is perforated for removal prior to presentation
  - Piece is scored for folding to tuck the top edge into a curved slit for presentation
  - Scores are 2” and 3.5” down from the top and are horizontal across the width of the piece
  - Card is tipped to carrier
  - Art / design may be oriented to portrait or to landscape

- Typical use:
  - Restaurant or service business that swipes a magstripe or scans a barcode for gift card applications and wants a hanging display piece that functions as a presentation piece.
3-Function Hanging Carrier (Ref #HA3)
Allows card activation without removal. Folds and tucks for presentation.
Stock: 100# brilliant white satin
• Colors: Prints 1/0 to 4/4
• Dimensions:
  - Outside: 4.25” (w) x 6.875” (h)
  - Hanger hole: UFO die cut centered 0.20” down from top
  - Hanger hole dimensions: 1.25” (w) x 0.5” (h)
• Features:
  - Piece is scored for folding to reveal barcode to scan or magstripe to swipe
  - Piece is scored for folding to tuck the top edge into a curved slit to make a presentation piece
  - Scores are 1.5”, 2.75”, and 4.5” down from the top and are horizontal
  - Card is tipped to carrier
  - Art / design may be oriented to portrait or to landscape
• Typical use:
  - Restaurant or service business that swipes a magstripe or scans a barcode for gift cards applications and wants a hanging display piece that functions as a presentation piece.

CARD PLACEMENT (FPO)
A-2 Envelope Generic Blank (Ref #EB)

Matching envelope for Fold Over Carrier. Fits the FO1 carrier.

- **Dimensions:**
  - 5.75” (w) x 4.375” (h) with opening at top

- **Features:**
  - Prints on front for return address or presentation text
  - Art / design may be oriented to portrait or to landscape

- **Typical use:**
  - Any business that wants an envelope for the FO1 Carrier that functions as a presentation piece or can be mailed.
A-2 Envelope Custom Printed (Ref # EC)

Matching envelope for Fold Over Carrier. Fits the F01 carrier.

- Colors: Prints 1/0 to 4/0
- Dimensions:
  - 5.75" (w) x 4.375" (h) with opening at top
- Features:
  - Prints on front for return address or presentation text
  - Art / design may be oriented to portrait or to landscape
- Typical use:
  - Any business that wants an envelope for the F01 Carrier that functions as a presentation piece or can be mailed.